PREHOSPITAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE (PAC)

MINUTES

Sept 19, 2016

David Ghilarducci, Larrisa Bradford, Stephanie Zube, Brian Stevens, Marc Yellin, Jennifer Maguire, Suzan Rowan, Brad Cramer, Michael Baulch, Patrick Winters

Minutes not discussed

I. ANNOUNCEMENTS

A. Stakeholder meetings

II. NEW BUSINESS

A. Propose time change for future meetings. Move PAC meeting up 15 minutes from 1015-1100 to 1000-1145. QIC will start immediately after PAC.

III. OLD BUSINESS

A. Image Trend: Work continuing. Consultant to contact SCR911 to work on field mapping to CAD. Discussion of tablets, wifi and TOC reports
B. RFP: Stakeholder meetings as scheduled. Discussion about keeping our conversation grounded for what is achievable.
D. CARES: Data being reported to CARES. Expect first report next spring. Hospitals should be reporting data to CARES as well. Will report back next month with status.
E. Code-Stat: All felt it was important to add to our review process. AMR is looking at a national contract that would be used by EMSIA as well.
F. Law Narcan: Program with SCPD progressing. Other agencies interested
IV. ROUNDTABLE

A. Dr. Yellin discussed exsanguination device

B. Michael Baulch/Lifeflight: Still working on GPS approach with DCH and CalStar

C. Scott Vahradian. Discussion about infection control, nurse midwives, active shooter drill, outcome information for trauma patients.

D. Stephanie: New voice recorder coming on line. CAD replacement 18 months. Discussed premise history for ID patients.

E. Everyone: Need to update the email group receiving PAC agendas. Brenda will work on this.

NEXT MEETING IS TENTATIVELY SCHEDULED FOR
OCT 17, 2016,
10AM AT CENTRAL FIRE